Beyond Sauvignon Blanc

Locals have long referred to the historic Buitenverwachting estate as “Bayten” for short. One of South Africa’s premier wine farms, Bayten is situated on east-facing slopes of the magnificent Constantiaberg mountain, just south of Cape Town and a few short miles from False Bay.

Beyond is crafted by Bayten and was inspired by the translation of Buitenverwachting, which is Dutch for “Beyond Expectation.”

Cellar master Hermann Kirschbaum and winemaker Brad Paton are Sauvignon Blanc specialists recognized for their refined, mineral-tinged white wines.

Offering a tremendous value, consistently earning “Best Buy” accolades, Beyond continues to deliver on their promise of going beyond the ordinary.

Flavors of tropical fruit, melon, ripe gooseberry and green pepper are supported by herbal notes and a mineral edge.

This eye-catching crowd pleaser is perfect for BTG or case stacking.

“Stellar Sauv Blanc”

“BEST BUY”
Wine Enthusiast (2016)

88 points
Stephen Tanzer (2016)

“Fresh mâche and lemon pith notes streak through, with lively acidity on the finish.”
— WINE SPECTATOR
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